Be A Missionary

(CLAP), Be a missionary ev’ry day! (CLAP)(CLAP)(CLAP)(CLAP) Tell the world that Jesus is the way! Be it any town or country or a busy avenue, Africa or Asia, the task is up to you! So….

(CLAP), Be a missionary ev’ry day! (CLAP)(CLAP)(CLAP)(CLAP) Tell the world that Jesus is the way! The Lord is soon returning: there is no time to lose, so….

(CLAP), Be a missionary…(CLAP), God’s own emissary… (CLAP) Be a (CLAP) mission-(CLAP)ary (CLAP)to-(CLAP)day! Let’s go!!

Note: The last line that contains clapping requires the clap to occur on every down beat of that line (On the syllable that follows the “(CLAP)” notation). Every other clap in the song occurs before the following word is spoken.